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About This Game
Hi!
We are a dad and a mom making Auri's Tales under the name of Dad's Indie Studio.
Auri's Tales is a tiny game by @amadeumartinez and @naretaa made with love and very few resources.
We are making this game in our free time, just for the pleasure of do it. We are in love with the idea of leaving it behind as a
gift to our daughter, and we like to imagine that she one day will play a little 3D adventure designed by her fathers and placed in
a fantasy world that is based on our own life.

About the game
Auri’s Tales is a tiny 3D adventure game in which players will need to solve 12 quests to get access to the castle and complete
the game. The whole game will be contained in one single level that works as a mini open world that players can freely explore
and evokes to the classic 3D platformers.
Jim Henson's Labyrinth, Alice in Wonderland, The Little Prince, Zelda I, Mario 64, Conker Reloaded or Dark Souls are some
of the influences that inspire this game in different ways.
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Title: Auri's Tales
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Dad's Indie Studio
Publisher:
Dad's Indie Studio
Franchise:
Princess of Solea
Release Date: 12 Dec, 2018

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2600 CPU @ 3.40Hz
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GT710
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 1 MB available space

English
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Great idea needs more work. and a story. for achievements hunter very good, 10\/10 for all others not really, because it's just an
achievement game.. This game doesn't even have the classic KILLING FLOOR gamemode. Just a boring campaign, small
*very* small maps for their cheap "holdout" game where you are overwhelmed too damn quickly, and 90% of the weapons even
in KF2 aren't even there.
Add that classic game mode, the class system, more weapons\/weapons shop, (for the survival mode) just MORE WEAPONS
and for gun nerds like me a manual reload system and THEN will this game be a f*ckin' hit.
You'd make so much more money if you did this.. This is my favorite plane. It flies beautifully and the sound of the engine feels
powerful and realistic. But most of all I like the very open view the cockpit gives. Great plane!. FIRST THING I DO IS EQUIP
THE GLORIOUS F-4E AND JUMP INTO A SERVER!
I GET LOCKED ON INSTANTLY AND DO A SPLIT-S MANOEUVRE AT FULL SPEED
I SMASH INTO A MOUNTAIN
10/10 LOVE THIS GAME. great bus, i would like it to be updated with the o405 rain effects.

actually i like more this add-on than the 0405 because if you have already bought the 3 generations add-on you have more than 5
buses which are the 0405 with different configurations.
. A super adaptation of the board game.
Starts out rather random as two novices rely too much on the "Yomi" aspect of trying to outguess each other.
Evolves into a game of valuation. A player who knows the value of each play at any given time, and what his character's ideal
move distributions are in a given matchup, will crush an opponent who does not.
And then finally, at an expert level, the mind-games and randomness aspect is rolled back in, but now in a much more satisfying
way -- because the lines between an optimal move and a bad one are blurred. If both you and your opponent know the optimal
move at any given time, and every move in the game can be countered if it can be predicted... then is it really the optimal move?
The answer lies in the middle ground. This game, at its highest level, becomes a mix of both Yomi (reading your opponent)
AND valuation (judging the current game state correctly while planning future turns), so the designer absolutely accomplished
his goals.
And it's a good thing, because this game relies on both of those elements. Without the valuation, it becomes a random game.
And without the Yomi, it becomes repetitive and scripted.
The human element ensures that the game does not get stale, while the ever-changing game state challenges you to analyze
abilities and known information to find the best move on any given turn... and then decide whether you want to use it, play it
safe, or counter its counter.
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Amazing and realistic game, especially with a wheel. Recommend using mods with this game.. So far this is one of the best
platformers I've played for years and by far the best rhythm game I have ever encountered. The fact it mixes so many excellent
ingredients with tight and responsive controls results in something which I can only call sublime.. If you don't like throwing in
VR, this game is not for you. If you are totally frustrated by dying and having to retry the last few seconds, this game may also
not be for you. You will die a lot (but there are so many savegame spots in the game that you really only have to repeat the last
few seconds). For everyone else: it's a ton of fun!
The game is a unique mixture of skill (throwing), puzzle-solving (get past those lasers without losing too many orbs) and action
(jump against your furniture trying to take cover). You will constantly be trying to beat that last\/next situation. And it's such a
good feeling to reach that elevator! :-)
After about 3 hours, I'm about halfway through the game, so the 5+ hours are probably ok. Which makes this game a pretty
good value. There's also a back-story, but I skipped that, so I don't know whether it's any good. Negative points: the decorations
and sound are a bit repetitive, which makes it hard to orient yourself, the alarms are extremely loud, and sometimes stuff glares
too much.. It would be against my standards not to reccomend a game made by Aeju Murasame. This and the other games in the
Gundemonium bundle are the first of his games to be officially released overseas, but he is well-known in Japan, and it shows.
The graphics are sublime, the game runs super-smoothly in most recent PCs, and the game system assures you think your tactics
carefully if you wanna score high and unlock stuff. Plus, the remixed music is awesome, and unlike in the PS3 release,
censorship is optional (There are a few lightly-dressed anime chicks in this game. <.<). Do you like Bullet Hell games? Have
you played Touhou, but are FED UP of it (Like me) and want to try something different? Then buy the full bundle. You will not
regret it at all.. The best of the three in my opinion. The levels are detailed and non-linear. It's really cool to explore the areas
and they offer a lot of reply value. They are challenging but not as challenging as some of the others. I really do like this! If you
are wanting to buy only one of them, I say this one is the way to go!. Good game for younger audience.. You know those
strategy flash games where there are nodes that generate arbitrary numbers and you set them on enemy nodes to capture them?
same frigging thing as this game. In my humble opinion NOT with two friggin red cents. the best outfit in retribution
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